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Abstract

In a recent study, we accurately measured the beaming of Io–Jupiter decamet-
ric emissions, whose uncertainty is controlled by that on the position of the active
Io flux tube (IFT) hosting the radiosources. The active IFT was positioned by
3 different methods using either simultaneous radio/UV measurements, either bi-
point radio measurements, or independent models of equatorial lead angle. We
found largely oblique beaming angles θ within 70−80◦ from the local magnetic field
vector, decreasing with increasing frequency. Assuming that Io–Jupiter radio emis-
sions are driven by the electron cyclotron maser from loss cone electron distribution
functions, we then derived the kinetic energy of unstable electrons Ee− associated
to each time–frequency measurement of Io–Jupiter decametric arcs, ranging from
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3 to 16 keV. Both θ and Ee− were found to significantly vary as a function of
the altitude along the field line and, independently, as a function of time. In this
follow-up study, we employ the same approach to study a sample of the recently
discovered Europa– and Ganymede–Jupiter decametric emissions, as observed from
the Nançay Decameter Array (NDA) and NenuFAR in Nançay. Interestingly, we
measure θ and Ee− which strikingly compare to those obtained for the Io–Jupiter
decametric events, promoting common acceleration and radio emission processes for
the three planet–moon interactions.

1 Introduction

The electrodynamic interaction between Jupiter and Io has long been known to drive
powerful, highly elliptically polarized, anisotropic decametric (DAM) emissions ranging
from ∼ 1 MHz to 40 MHz, which appear as arc-shaped structures in the time–frequency
plane (Bigg, 1966; Zarka et al., 2001). These Io-DAM arcs have been historically classified
into 4 main categories, depending on their sense of curvature (labelled B and D for vertex-
early, A and C for vertex-late) and their sign of circular polarization (A and B for right-
handed - RH - northern sources, C and D for left-handed - LH - southern ones Marques
et al., 2017). Io-DAM has early been suspected to be eXtraordinary (X) mode emission
amplified at the local electron cyclotron frequency fce by the Cyclotron Maser Instability
(CMI) from loss cone electron distribution functions of a few keV (Hess et al., 2008a,b).
In a recent study, Lamy et al. (2022b) developed a method aimed at determining (i) the
Io-DAM beaming angle θ relative to the local magnetic field vector at the source and,
assuming loss cone-driven CMI, (ii) the corresponding kinetic energy of CMI-unstable
electrons Ee−. By using an up-to-date, Juno–derived, magnetic field model, the authors
showed that the uncertainty on θ mainly depends on the uncertainty on the position of
the active Io flux tube (IFT) hosting the Io-DAM sources. They presented 3 methods
to position the active IFT using simultaneous radio/UV measurements, bi-point radio
measurements and independent models of equatorial lead angle. By analyzing 11 cases of
Io-DAM arcs observed by the Nançay Decameter Array (NDA), NenuFAR and Juno, they
found largely oblique beaming angles θ ∼ 70− 80◦, decreasing with increasing frequency,
and associated Ee− ∼ 3− 16 keV. Both θ and Ee− were also found to significantly vary as
a function of the frequency (which means as a function of the altitude along the field line)
and, independently, as a function of time (or equivalently as a function of Io’s longitude),
suggesting strongly variable acceleration processes such as field-aligned potentials (Hess
et al., 2007, 2009).

Similar radio emissions induced by Europa and Ganymede have been discovered recently,
from the statistical analysis of long-term NDA observations between 10 and 40 MHz, then
stacked into occurence diagrams plotted as a function of the moon phase and the Central
Meridian Longitude (CML Zarka et al., 2018; Jácome et al., 2022) and from the com-
parison between modeled and observed dynamic spectra from space-based observations
of Voyager (up to 40 MHz) and Cassini (up to 16 MHz) (Louis et al., 2017b). Europa-
and Ganymede-DAM (hereafter Eu- and Gan-DAM) emissions share basic properties with
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the Io-DAM ones: they appear as arc-shaped structures with a high degree of circular
polarization, so that they were classified with the same nomenclature. They are generally
weaker and reach lower frequencies (median maximal frequency of ∼ 22 MHz in the north
and ∼ 13 MHz in the south), as they result from less efficient planet–satellite interac-
tions (Hess et al., 2011) and are associated with flux tubes whose maximal magnetic field
amplitude near the Jovian ionosphere is generally less than for Io. This in turn makes
them harder to disentangle from the rest of non-satellite (auroral) DAM emissions. Here,
we present a study of a few clear cases of Eu- and Gan-DAM emissions tracked with the
NDA and NenuFAR since 2016 and the arrival of Juno in orbit (Section 2). We then de-
termine for the first time their beaming angle θ and infer the kinetic energy of associated
CMI-unstable electrons Ee− along the approach developed for the case of Io (Section 3),
before to end with perspectives (Section 4).

2 Search for Europa– and Ganymede–Jupiter decametric arcs

2.1 Dataset

The radio observatory of Nançay (Sologne forest, France) hosts several low-frequency
radiotelescopes, two of which provide regular decametric observations of Jupiter.

The NDA is observing Jupiter on a quasi-daily basis with twice 72 Tee-Pee antennas,
sensitive to RH and LH polarization, respectively, and several digital receivers (Boischot
et al., 1980; Lamy et al., 2017). The Routine receiver is a swept-frequency spectrometer
which provides survey observations at modest, 500 ms×75 kHz, time–frequency resolu-
tion. The NDA/Routine Jupiter data collection is referenced as Lamy et al. (2021) and
is publicly available in CDF format (Cecconi et al., 2020). The catalog of Jupiter emis-
sions built from this dataset between 1990 and 2016 by Marques et al. (2017) has been
recently extended up to 2021 by Jácome et al. (2022). The NewRoutine receiver is a
FFT-based spectrometer achieving multichannel simultaneous RH and LH measurements
post-integrated at the 500 ms×49 kHz resolution, increasing the signal-to-noise ratio with
respect to the Routine receiver by a factor of ∼ 30. The NDA/NewRoutine Jupiter data
collection is referenced as Lamy et al. (2022a) and is about to be publicly released in FITS
format (Duchene et al., 2022).

NenuFAR is a giant phased array in Nançay (Zarka et al., 2020). As part of the early
science phase which extended from mid-2019 to late 2022, NenuFAR regularly observed
Jupiter in support of Juno through a dedicated Jupiter Key Project. During this con-
struction phase, the number of NenuFAR mini-arrays (each made of 19 crossed-dipoles),
and therefore the total effective area, regularly increased, rapidly overcoming the NDA
sensitivity. Survey observations of Jupiter were obtained near each Juno perijove with the
UnDySPuTeD receiver (Bondonneau et al., 2021), which provides the full Stokes param-
eters. For our purpose, it was configured to observe the 10-40 MHz range with a 84 ms
temporal cadence and linearly-spaced frequency channels every 12.2 kHz. To facilitate
the search for events of interest, we catalogued separately all individual features in these
NenuFAR Jupiter observations.
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For the purpose of comparison with those radio observations, we also used polar projec-
tions of the Jovian UV aurorae imaged by the Hubble Space Telescope (HST) through
the APIS service (Lamy et al., 2015) to catalog the UV footprint of Jupiter’s moons.

2.2 Identification of Eu- and Gan-DAM events

To search for Jovian DAM emissions associated with either Europa or Ganymede, we built
up on the approach described above for Io. We focussed on the 2016-2021 interval, which
coincided with in-orbit measurements of the Juno mission.

2.2.1 Simultaneous radio/UV measurements

Assuming a magnetic conjugacy between the radio sources and the ultraviolet auroral
footprint for both moons, we first cross-matched the HST catalog of UV footprints with
the NDA and NenuFAR catalogs of Jupiter radio emissions. Unfortunately, we could not
identify any moon-related emission simultaneously observed at both wavelengths.

2.2.2 Stand-alone radio observations

We thus searched for individual events in stand-alone radio observations of both instru-
ments. The recent detection of Eu- and Gan-DAM components has motivated the devel-
opment of an online Jupiter probability tool at https://jupiter-probability-tool.
obspm.fr which enables one to check the occurrence probability of radio emissions driven
by Io, Europa and/or Ganymede for any observing time interval (Cecconi et al., 2023).
It is therefore straightforward to identify individual radio arcs consistently related to
one satellite and inconsistent with the other ones. This approach was already used by
Mauduit et al. (2023) to constrain the origin of the DAM emissions recorded by the NDA
at very high resolution in April 2021, which yielded the identification of several Gan-DAM
bursts. We used this tool similarly to achieve a list of Eu- and Gan-DAM plausible emis-
sions among the arcs cataloged from NDA and NenuFAR observations between 2016 and
2021. Hereafter, we present 4 of the most convincing candidates.

Figure 1a1-c1 displays three cases of isolated decametric arcs observed by the NDA/New-
Routine receiver. Their time interval, marked by a double arrow, is mapped onto the
Ganymede (phase, CML) diagram obtained by Zarka et al. (2018) on Figure 1a2-c2. Fig-
ure 1a-b display two cases of Gan-DAM arcs on 7th and 17th April 2021 already identified
by Mauduit et al. (2023). The occurrence coincides with the Gan-B (Gan-C, resp.) most
probable region in the (phase, CML) diagram, while being inconsistent with other satel-
lites. The vertex-late curvature, RH (LH, resp.) polarization and high-frequency limit of
21 MHz (19 MHz, resp.) is also consistent with the Gan-B emission properties (Gan-C,
resp.). Figure 1c displays a third, weak, vertex-late and RH-polarized arc visible on 31st
March 2017 between 13 and 22 MHz. Its time interval and characteristics here correspond
to a Gan-A emission (only).

https://jupiter-probability-tool.obspm.fr
https://jupiter-probability-tool.obspm.fr
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Figure 1: (a1-b1-c1) NDA/NewRoutine dynamic spectra of RH- or LH-polarized (referred to as RR and
LL) flux density (V2m−2Hz−1 expressed in dB) showing isolated Jovian decametric arcs below 22 MHz,
fitted by colored symbols. In the specific case of panel c1, a medium background was subtracted to each
spectrum to improve the contrast of the weak RH arc fitted by blue triangles. (a2-b2-c2) Ganymede (phase,
CML) occurence diagram (Zarka et al., 2018). The gray curve (in the white box) marked by the Jupiter
logo maps the time interval corresponding to the arc identified on the left-hand side (double arrow).
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Figure 2 displays a NenuFAR/UnDySPuTeD observation of Jupiter executed on 14th
April 2021 with two dynamic spectra of the flux density and of the degree of circular
polarization. A series of intense, RH-polarized, vertex-late arcs reaching frequencies as
high as 27 MHz is visible on both panels and indicate northern, duskside, emissions of
auroral origin (unrelated to moons). Indeed, while the 05:00-07:00 interval intercepts
both the Io-B and Gan-B most probable regions in the Io and Ganymede (phase, CML)
diagrams (unshown), such B-type emissions should correspond to isolated, RH-polarized,
vertex-early arcs not seen here. Near 04:30, instead, a fainter, LH-polarized (black color),
vertex-late arc extending from 10 to 17 MHz is visible in Figure 2b only. This illustrates
the value of searching for circularly polarized emissions in V-stokes dynamic spectra, for
which the signal-to-noise ratio is improved, especially in the low-frequency range con-
taminated by radio frequency interferences (RFI). The arc is fitted by purple triangles.
Its time interval, ranging from 04:15 to 04:45 (double arrow) coincides with the Eu-C
most probable region displayed in Figure 2c, as derived from Voyager/Cassini observa-
tions (Louis et al., 2017b). It is worth reminding that the Eu-C region identified from
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Figure 2: NenuFAR/UnDySPuTeD dynamic spectrum of (a) flux density and (b) degree of circular
polarization showing Jovian decametric emissions on 14th April 2021. The green rectangles indicate a
faint, vertex-late, LH-polarized arc (black color) visible only in the V-Stokes dynamic spectrum. This arc
is fitted with purple triangles. (c) Europa (phase, CML) occurence diagram (Louis et al., 2017b). The
gray curve, which intercepts the Eu-C box, again maps the time interval corresponding to the arc identified
on the left-hand side (double arrow).

Cassini/Voyager does not coincide with that derived from NDA/Routine observations,
probably because of different sensitivity, spectral range and RFI for those instruments.
However, the NenuFAR high sensitivity and spectral resolution makes it easier to track
faint, low-frequency, circularly polarized arcs.
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Overall, we consider the above-described four candidates of Eu- and Gan-DAM arcs as
reliable. An unambiguous confirmation would deserve multi-point radio measurements of
the same emission with a time delay corresponding to the time interval needed by a given
source to illuminate both observers successively, hence tied with the satellite revolution
period (see examples in the case of Io in Louis et al. (2017a). Unfortunately, this time
delay can be long for largely separated observers (such as Nançay and Juno), longer
than the emission temporal variability, so that we could not confirm those candidates
with Juno/Waves radio observations. However, the probability that a given radio arc
intercepts exactly a given satellite (phase, CML) region is very low. In addition, we are
hereafter interested in average characteristics of those arcs taken altogether so that even
one false detection would marginally change the results presented in the next section.

Once these Eu- and Gan-DAM arcs identified, we analyzed them with the method devel-
oped by Lamy et al. (2022b) for the Io-DAM emissions. We first fitted the time–frequency
profile of each arc (as displayed by colored symbols in Figures 1-2). We then positioned
the corresponding radio sources at f = fce all along the Europa and Ganymede active flux
tubes, as derived from the Juno JRM09 + current sheet magnetic field model (Connerney
et al., 2018, 2020) and from the Europa and Ganymede lead angle models (displayed in
Figure 3) which we built from HST statistical observations measurements of the Europa
and Ganymede UV footprints fitted by Bonfond et al. (2017). We finally determined (1)
the aperture angle θ(f) = (k,B) (k the wave vector at the source, B the local magnetic
field vector counted positively outwards) assuming straight-line propagation and (2) the
kinetic energy of CMI-unstable loss cone electrons Ee− (obtained from θ with the Equa-
tion (4) from Hess et al. (2008a)) for each time–frequency measurement. We remind here
that the uncertainty on θ is controlled by that on the position of the active flux tube
rather than that on the fit itself. Also, while the footpath of Europa and Ganymede
measured by Bonfond et al. (2017) are not continuous in longitude, the observed time
intervals corresponded to a valid portion of these models.

3 Beaming angle and associated electron kinetic energy

Figure 4 provides the results of this analysis, in a format directly comparable to Figure 11
of Lamy et al. (2022b) for Io. Despite the low number of Eu- and Gan-DAM events
analyzed here, Figure 4a displays results very similar to those obtained for Io-DAM arcs.
Figure 4a displays strongly oblique beaming angles θ within 71−87◦, which decrease with
increasing frequency in two cases (as expected for loss-cone driven CMI emission with a
constant energy of unstable electrons) and show a more complex shape in the other two
cases. In Figure 4b, the associated values of Ee− vary between 0.5 and 15 keV with a
strong variability. For the Gan-C event of Figure 1b (corresponding to the orange symbols
in Figure 4b), the frequency of the arc (altitude of the sources) was nearly constant, so
that the observed variation of θ and Ee− can be unambiguously attributed to a variation
in time (or longitude of Ganymede).

More generally, the derived values of θ and Ee− compare well with the ∼ 70 − 80◦ and
∼ 3 − 16 keV ranges obtained for Io-DAM events. This similarity both strengthens this
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Figure 3: Equatorial lead angle models of the Io (black), Europa (blue) and Ganymede (green) flux
tube derived from the Juno JRM09+current sheet magnetic field model applied to the HST statistical
observations measurements of satellite UV footprints fitted by Bonfond et al. (2017).

analysis and suggests that the acceleration and radio emission conditions are similar for
the three types of Jupiter–moon electrodynamic interactions.
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4 Conclusions and perspectives

In this study, we have identified four cases of Eu- and Gan-DAM emissions in long-term
NDA/NewRoutine and NenuFAR/UnDySPuTeD observations of Jupiter. By adapting a
method recently developed to investigate Io-DAM emissions, we determined their beaming
angle at the source θ ∼ 71−87◦ and inferred the associated kinetic energy of CMI-unstable
loss cone electrons Ee− ∼ 0.5− 15 keV. Interestingly, these results compare well to those
obtained for Io-DAM events. This suggests that common, likely universal, acceleration
and radio emission conditions are controlling the physical ionosphere–magnetosphere cou-
pling processes along the three moons magnetic flux tubes. While the limited number of
analyzed cases prevents from statistically analyzing those characteristics, in the case of
one Gan-DAM arc at least, we showed evidence of a temporal variability of θ and Ee−
associated with a Jupiter–moon variable interaction. The statistical application of this
analysis, taking full advantage of long-term NDA, NenuFAR and Juno radio observations
forms a rich perspective to this work.
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